The aim of orthodontic diagnosis is to identify dento-alveolar, skeletal and functional alterations in the maxillo-facial complex. Diagnosis and treatment planning are based on a combination of study models, intra-oral and extra-oral images, and radiographs, traditionally consisting of panoramic and cephalometric radiographs. Cephalometric analysis (CA) plays an important role in diagnosis and treatment planning.

Traditional CA is based on three different X-ray projections: latero-lateral teleradiography, postero-anterior teleradiography and axial projection. However, conventional radiographs are limited because they provide a 2-D representation of 3-D structures. The traditional system, analysing the three dimensions separately, is insufficient because dento-facial alterations often take place in 3-D space.

Thus, the limits of traditional CA are:
- Errors in radiographic projection, resulting in enhancements and distortions
- Operator errors in the measurement systems
- Errors in the identification of the cephalometric landmarks owing to superimposition of anatomic structures
- Inability to evaluate the three dimensions of the craniofacial complex.1

The recent introduction of CBCT in combination with computer software allows the application of this new methodology to different fields of dentistry, including its successful use in orthodontics.

At the Orthodontic Department at the University of Milan, CA is performed with a new 3-D methodology that allows for an easy, effective and repeatable way to decrease operator-driven errors. It is based on the identification of 18 points (10 median and 8 lateral), all of which are identified on a hard tissue CT section and verified on the two remaining CT sections. Further verification is then performed on the volume rendering generated by SimPlant OMS (Materialise). The 18 points determine 56 measurements on the sagittal, vertical and transversal dimensions (Fig. 2). At the Uni-
versity of Milan, 44 skeletal Class I normodivergent patients were selected from an archive of 500 CBCT scans. The cephalometric diagnosis of a skeletal Class I normodivergent relationship is based on the School of Milan. The same patients were then analyzed with 3-D cephalometry. The results allowed the identification of a normal range of values for each measurement (Table II).

The 3-D technique goes beyond the limitations of 2-D analysis in many ways:

- effective representation of true 3-D morphology of the cranial structures without distortion, avoiding projection and identification errors
- reduced operator bias because the measurements are performed automatically
- simplicity and repeatability in the identification of landmarks.
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Combined orthodontic and surgical planning

The introduction of 3-D imaging techniques has revolutionised the planning phase of combined orthodontic and surgical treatment. The use of the computer, together with dedicated software, allows for a fast, precise and standardised procedure. 3-D virtual planning entails the following:

- CBCT scan
- high-definition impression
- reference aligner
- digital scan cast
- CBCT digital cast interface

Using virtual planning, it is possible to obtain the virtual visual surgical treatment objective and the virtual orthodontic model. High-definition impressions are obtained using polyvinyl siloxane, which guarantees well-defined details while allowing for the double-pour method. Double-poured casts are necessary to obtain an adequate scan and require the use of both a full cast and individual dental elements selected from a second cast. Single dental element scans allow for proper analysis of contact points. An optical cast scan is performed using structured-light scanners, which produce a 3-D image captured by a camera. In this manner, a group of points is determined by the software, which then determines the coordinates of the acquired points and finally creates the 3-D image (Fig. 3).5

Moreover, the digital dental cast is then combined with the CBCT scan, which allows for a very detailed analysis of both the bone (through the CBCT scan) and the dental structure (through the cast scan). CBCT does not provide enough data regarding all the dental details necessary to produce the orthodontic model (Fig. 4).6

In order to superimpose the two records properly, a specific three-contact point bite registration wax, known as the reference aligner, has been introduced. The reference aligner needs to be applied to the teeth when the high-definition impressions are taken. It is made of Moyco (an extra-hard wax) and consists of a supporting
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Fig 5, Reference aligner.

‘Although complex, using software offers many advantages because it enhances both orthodontic and surgical techniques, while ensuring a very high quality result.’

arch and three spheres. These are made of calcium-based glass, which has cast-pouring radiopaque properties. The wax is applied during CBCT and is placed between the cast arches during the optical scan (Fig 5).

It is remarkable that the wax thickness does not significantly influence the accuracy of the radiographic scan and consequently the results of the CA. The software is able to recognise the presence and size of the spheres in the CBCT scan and matches them to those corresponding areas on the cast. This is currently the only method that allows for an overlap with an error margin of less than 0.1 mm. Once the data has been collected, it is possible to perform different kinds of analyses before the surgical treatment. The software presents powerful segmentation tools that allow the splitting of the maxillo-facial complex from the mandible, providing two separate images.

This feature is relevant in orthodontic and surgical planning for calculating bone movement. The clinician can select the tissues to be moved following a procedure similar to the manual one. For example, it is possible to select the osteotomic lines in order to simulate a forwards or backwards mandible shift, finding the exact shift needed (in mm) to properly correct the malocclusion (Fig. 6). Once the bone correction has been finalised, it is possible to create a 3-D orthodontic model and display the resulting dental correction to be obtained by the end of the treatment.

Finally, shifting back the bone structure (and the dental arch with the final model) to the original maloccluded position, it is possible to obtain the target cast to be reached before the surgical treatment. On the cast, it is then possible to build successive images using CAD/CAM techniques to track progress towards orthodontic pre-surgical treatment.

Virtual surgery has a twofold objective: firstly, to verify that the planned shifts are in fact feasible; and secondly, to position the cast according to the ratios needed to build the surgical splint, which will be used during the surgical procedure. The digital cast superimposition reduces the treatment planning phase, as it is not necessary to reveal the facial arch or to use the articulator. In fact, all the data can be sourced from the combination of the CBCT and cast scans. Recent studies focus on the enhancement of the system through the development of an intra-oral scanner, which will allow direct 5-D impressions, skipping the conventional impressions, which-although precise-can be influenced by manual errors.2,3

Although complex, using software offers many advantages because it enhances both orthodontic and surgical techniques, while ensuring a very high quality result. In fact, a CAD/CAM tech-
nique allows for a standardised procedure and easy quality checking, in comparison to traditional operator-performed techniques, which are open to inaccuracies.

Creating customised multi-bracket appliances

In virtual orthodontic and surgical planning, it is possible to create a digital orthodontic model once the bone bases have been shifted towards their proper position. The latest dental shift software is able to perform single-element segmentation automatically. The operator can obtain a full 3-D visualisation of the dento-alveolar relationship and can consequently modify tip and torque, rotate and shift dental elements in the 3-D space in order to simulate the orthodontic treatment.

In order to display the results of the pre-surgical orthodontic treatment immediately, the software shows two overlapping images, differently coloured to distinguish the initial situation from the ideal one (Figs 7 & 8). As a result, a digital model is created, containing all the details to reach a functional occlusion.

The first step in the process of creating a customised bracket is possible thanks to CAD/CAM technology. The CAD/CAM technique entails two phases: the design phase (CAD) and the manufacture phase (CAM), performed through computers that send instructions to milling machines in order to create the end-product. These machines work either through removal (such as a CNC cutter) or through addition—stereolithography (SLA), 3-D print or plastic materials/composites, laser sintering (SLS) or laser fusion (SLF) of metal materials.

The elements that allow the bracket customisation depend on its base. The base is designed through the CAD software and placed on the centre of the dental surface. The software will then allow us to customise the bracket (Figs. 9 & 10). In designing the bracket, it is possible to distinguish between a partial and a complete customisation. The first entails the customisation of the size and shape of the bracket portion facing the dental surface, but features a standard angle in the non-customisable portion of the twin bracket. Complete customisation entails the additional modification of the angle between the bracket base and the twin portion. This is the ideal, considering that the spatial parameters of the dental elements might vary according to the different malocclusions.

Once the design phase has been finalised, the brackets are ready for manufacture by a milling machine. These machines, which mill very small items, need to be run in a standardised environment with maintained conditions to guarantee high precision while minimising the possibility of errors. Consequently, the higher the precision required, the larger the milling machine will be. It is also necessary to place the machine in a dedicated environment with a special floor cover with amortising panels that stabilise the cutter and partially absorb the vibration produced.

Moreover, a very small cutter of approximately 0.001 mm needs to be used. For example, considering that the smallest cutters can remove up to 5 per cent of a millimetre each time, three to four passes will be required to create the mesh facing the tooth (Fig 11).

The technological progress represented by CAD/CAM as described is based on the digital design feature and the computer-automated manufacturing process. The main advantages are better control of the production process and a significant reduction in operator-driven errors, while enabling the use of sophisticated materials, such as Grade 5 titanium, which was not possible with traditional techniques.

Editorial note: A list of references is available from the publisher.